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She is a woman on the run. Pain, loneliness and terror are what she is leaving. Where she is headed doesn’t
matter as long as it’s away from the hell her life has become.
Joshua Bennett is trapped in a prison of his own making by the memories of his past. Traumatized and
isolated, he is a reclusive writer, living a quiet, lonely life, his only companion his dog, Bear. It is what he
knows, what he has accepted to be his life.
One dark night, one huge storm, and one ice patch brings them together. He finds himself with an
unexpected houseguest with no memory. She wakes up a stranger to herself and the man watching her. Even
more mysterious is the lack of any sort of identification with her or in her car. She is an enigma to both of
them.
Trapped by the storm and isolated from the outside world, they slowly open up, learning to trust and love,
until the world once again shows up, threatening the fragile peace of their newly discovered world, and
tearing them apart.
There are many twists and turns as they struggle to find each other, overcoming both the mental and physical
elements that keep them apart.
A story about overcoming our fears, finding love and learning to live again.
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From reader reviews:

George Kirby:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite guide and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can
add your knowledge by the reserve entitled Into The Storm. Try to make book Into The Storm as your friend.
It means that it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside regarding course make you smarter
than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you a lot more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let us make new experience as well as knowledge
with this book.

Homer Douglas:

The actual book Into The Storm has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of gain.
The book was published by the very famous author. The writer makes some research just before write this
book. This specific book very easy to read you will get the point easily after reading this article book.

Lamar Santiago:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specifically book
entitled Into The Storm your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that
maybe unknown for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging each and every word written in a
book then become one web form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get ahead of. The
Into The Storm giving you an additional experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you
useful information for your better life on this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your
body and mind will probably be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning an activity. Do
you want to try this extraordinary shelling out spare time activity?

Herbert Oakley:

As a scholar exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or even
make summary for some publication, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's soul or real
their hobby. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to the library. They go to right now there but
nothing reading significantly. Any students feel that examining is not important, boring as well as can't see
colorful photographs on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very important for yourself. As we
know that on this period of time, many ways to get whatever we want. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore this Into The Storm can make you feel more interested to read.
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